Books like The Visitation include This Present Darkness, Piercing The Darkness, The Oath, Prophet, Monster... People who like The Visitation (Book by Frank E. Peretti). Shae @shaedaylen. 1,156 Tastepoints. 0/404 likes in common. Follow. Jamie Salcedo @jshults253. Frank Peretti, whose books have sold more than 12 million copies, is the author of Monster as well as the international bestsellers The Oath and This Present Darkness. The Oath (1995) has sold more than a million copies and was awarded the 1996 ECPA Gold Medallion Award for best fiction. Peretti lives with his wife Barbara in the Pacific Northwest. Visit his website at www.frankperetti.com. --This text refers to the audioCD edition.

Review. “During survival training in the wilderness, policeman Reed Shelton and his wife, Beck, are attacked and separated by unidentified creatures. Reed&q... The Frank Peretti Collection: The Oath, The Visitation, and Monster. Frank E. Peretti. 4.8 out of 5 stars 112. Peretti 2in1 book. Read 6 reviews from the world’s largest community for readers. Monster and The Visitation is authored by Frank Peretti and bundled int... The first book, The Visitation, had some elements to it that made it an interesting story. However, not being of the charismatic persuasion it was hard for me to believe that people would act in such a way. Also at times in the story I was having difficulty trying to decide how the author wanted me to feel, humorous? Sad? A sense of irony? At times it simply wasn't believable. Concerning The Monster, I had a lot of difficulty connecting with the character Beck and her responses and actions. Cert The first book, The Visitation, had some elements to it that made it an interesting story, Monster is a novel written in 2005 by Frank E. Peretti. It tells a story of a horrifying predator who terrorizes the woods of northern Idaho. The story deals with views on evolution, beneficial mutation, and natural selection. An unidentified man discovers a dead logger's body killed gruesomely by a deadly carnivore, he proceeds to cover it up by making it look like an accident. Reed Shelton, policeman and his introverted wife Rebecca Shelton are about to begin their vacation (something which Rebecca Peretti's newest novel, Monster, hits store shelves this week. I recently had an opportunity to speak with Peretti about his newest offering as well as his recent experiences in filmmaking. Your new book, Monster, has been highly anticipated by your fans. What led you to write this story? Well, evolution is my hot button right now.Â One is beneficial mutation, purely random, and the other is natural selection. The whole idea is that some organism, purely by accident, has a mutation in his genetic structure and purely by accident that becomes beneficial because it helps him survive better. So he survives better than all of his other compatriots that don’t have that mutation. Then over billions of years, and billions of mutations, you end up with every living thing on the planet.